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                                                                ASSIGNMENT NO.1 

                                                                  TOPIC: ARTICLES 

A) Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles:- 

  1) You are ______ hour late. 

  2) My sister got ______ best student award. 

  3) _____ umbrella is ______ useful thing. 

  4) William Wordsworth was ______ great poet. 

  5) This is _______ first time I have visited _______ village. 

  6) ________ Ganges is ________ mighty river. It falls into _______ Bay of 

    Bengal. 

  7) _________ Mahabharata is ______ epic. 

  8) Last night, we saw ______ European eating ______ egg. 

  9) Anita is ________ Asian by birth and not _______ European. 

  10) ________ apple _______ day , keeps ________ doctor away. 

  11) Sunita lost ________ book that I had lent her. 

  12) ________ Ramayana was written by Valmiki. 

  13) ________ moon revolves around ________ earth. 

  14) Here is ________ pen that you have always wanted. 

  15) He lay unconscious for ______ hour and _____ half. 

  16) I saw ______ old man walking on ________ road. 

  17) He is _______ European but his wife is _______ Indian. 
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  18) Mohit is _________ tallest boy in ______ class. 

  19) ______ Himalayas lie to ________ north of India. 

  20) I ate _______ apple, ______ egg and _______ loaf of bread. 

  21) Have you ever seen _______ elephant dancing? 

  22) Morning walk is _______ tonic for _______ weak. 

  23) ________ earth spins on its own axis. 

  24) Each of _______ mountain climbers carried ________ oxygen cylinder with 

      him. 

  25) Honesty is _______ best policy. 

B) Insert articles wherever necessary:- 

Soon, we were high up in air. Airport and hangars were left far below. It was 

novel experience for me, my heart beat fast with excitement. As plane rose higher, 

ground appeared to be dropping away beneath us. Soon we were circling over 

city. Down below, everything looked very small and quite far away. River 

Yamuna looked like silver thread and roads appeared as straight lines. Train 

emerging from Yamuna bridge looked like toy. Entire scene looked exciting and 

wonderful. We could not explain delight we experienced. 

C) Fill in the blanks with the correct articles :- 

i) _______ boy you saw yesterday is _______ cousin of mine. He is 

_______ best football player of his team. Last year, he won ______ trophy 

for his achievements. 

ii) I have ________ friend who stays close to my house. She is ________ 

great cook and makes wonderful dishes. Last week, she made __________ 

chocolate cake for me. __________ cake was delicious. 
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